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In Mucius Scaevola before Porsenna, Hendrick Terbrugghen, one of the most innovative of the Netherlandish followers of Caravaggio, has created a dramatic representation of this unusual subject from Roman history. The setting is Rome circa 509 B.C. as the Etruscans were laying siege to the city. In an attempt to assassinate Lars Porsenna, the Etruscan king, Mucius Scaevola mistakenly killed Porsenna’s secretary and was immediately captured by the enemy. The king ordered him to be burned alive but in a gesture of defiance, Mucius thrust his right hand into the fire warning the king that he was just the first of 300 Romans who would pursue him. Impressed by this act of Stoic virtue and, no doubt, by the thought of further attempts on his life, King Porsenna lifted the siege and withdrew. Mucius was rewarded with a grant of land and given the name Scaevola, meaning "left-handed."

The subject was rarely depicted in the Netherlands in the late 16th and early 17th centuries, and art historians have searched for a prototype for the present work. One of the few possible precedents is known only from Karel van Mander's description of a lost painting by Goltzius in his biography of the artist (see Literature, Slatkes and Franits, p. 142). Here Terbrugghen shows the young Roman stretching out his arm so his fist is over the flame and glaring at the king. His gesture is heightened and echoed by the bare arms of his captors. The king points in his direction but seems to stare blankly into the distance, perhaps shocked by Mucius’s response. The largest and most striking figure is the secretary; curled up with his limbs twisted, his head hanging down to the ground, his body blocks the entire lower left corner of the composition and seems almost to extend into our space. Various sources have been suggested for the pose of the secretary, but the most compelling is Weber's proposal that is the body of St. John in the Baptist from the right wing of Rubens's Adoration of the Magi, in the St. Janskerk, Maline. Although Benedict Nicolson considered this a late picture, Leonard Slatkes' and Wayne Franits' argument for a date of around 1620 is far more compelling. They compare it to the Christ Crowned with Thorns in the Statens Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen, dated 1620 and the Calling of Saint Matthew in the Musée d’art modern André Malraux, Le Havre. All three compositions are constructed on a narrow stage, the large figures crowded together. They make emphatic, repetitive gestures, which Terbrugghen emphasizes, particularly in the present work and Christ Crowned with Thorns, by setting the figures’ bare arms against the darker drapery and background. In addition, the figure standing at the right in the present work appears to be taken from the same model as the seated man in the center of the Calling of St. Matthew.

The present work was first attributed to Terbrugghen by Benedict Nicolson in 1973 and was included by Blankert and Slatkes in the ground-breaking exhibition of 1986, Holländische Malerei in neuem Licht: Hendrick ter Brugghen und seine Zeitgenossen (see Literature). However, since then, some art historians have questioned the attribution. Franits suggests that only part of the composition may be by Terbrugghen, while Nieuwstraten and Janssen believe it to be the work of another artist entirely (see Literature).

In 1625 an inventory was made of the collection of the late Hendrick Christiaensz. Hoeffslager prior to its being sold at the Orphan Chamber Court in Amsterdam. The sale took place on 19 March 1625 and lot 45 was described as “1 stuck van Marcus Mutius Romeyn van Hendrick ter Brugge 144:−:−:− ” [a depiction of Marcus Mucius Roman by Hendrick Terbrugghen 44 guilders]. It was purchased by Herman de Bisschop (baptised 1588-1637). Although without further evidence the Hoeffslager picture cannot be definitively identified as the present work, it seems
extremely likely given the rarity of the subject during this period in the Netherlands. That would make Mucius Scaevola before Porsenna the only painting by Terbrugghen to be sold at auction during his lifetime.

1. G.J.M. Weber, op. cit. A similar figure can be found in Guido Reni's Triumph of Samson, Pinoteca, Bologna, but the earlier date of the Rubens makes it a far more likely choice. For a review of this issue see Slatkes and Franits, pp. 14 and 143. At some point in the history of the painting, the lower quarter was cut off, removing the disturbing corpse. It was later restored. See Literature, Nicolson 1973 and Condition Report for further details.


4. Ibid.

5. Montias Database of 17th Century Dutch Art Inventories, record no. 20617.
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Hendrick ter Brugghen (1588-1629), Christ Crowned with Thorns, 1620. Statens Museum for Kunst/National Gallery of Denmark